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Abstract. In engineering practice, spot welds are normally not modeled in detail but as connection elements which transfer forces 
and moments. This study is aimed at introducing a proper methodology for the development detailed weld model to study 
structural response of the weld when the applied load range is beyond the yield strength. Three-dimensional finite element (FE) 
models of spot welded joints are developed using the LS-Dyna FE code. In this process, the force estimation model of spot welds 
is explained. The results from this study shows good agreement between the simulations and the tests. Therefore, spot weld 
models obtained from this study should be considered for applications in crash analysis to understand behaviors of structural 
parts. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
In this study, an attempt has been made to develop a spot weld modeling methodology to characterize spot weld 
failure in crash analysis. The failure criteria are implemented into a commercially available explicit finite element 
code, Noting that tests are time-consuming and often do not simulate exactly the loading conditions. A simple and 
direct method of determining modeling parameters of spot weld from component test data is also discussed. The 
present work deals with a complete study on identification and modeling of spot weld connections. Relatively few 
studies have been conducted on the failure model of a spot weld under impact loading conditions whereas quasi-
static cases are found a lot more often. Most of studies are based on AHSS, DP 600 material as spot-weld. A none of 
literature sources show that EHSS steel materials sheet metal spot welding. In this study, the mechanical properties 
and spot weld-ability of newly developed steels are discussed which are widely used in crash area with high energy 
intake, e.g., front rails, sill, crash box, etc. The present study is part of continuing effort to predict weld model 
failure and a follow-up case study will address the response of spot weld components under impact loads. 
 
2. Experiment, Results, Discussion, and Significance  
 
Uniaxial tensile tests and shear tests were made and studied to evaluate the mechanical and plastic properties of the 
material. In order to generate testing data, virtual tensile testing simulations were carried out with mesh sensitivity 
(30636 nodes and 30151 elements) in necking zone, as shown in Figure 1.  This high mesh resolution around 
necking zone is required to capture the steep gradients in pressure and stress tri-axility, etc. 
 

                                                
Fig. 1. FE simulations  of tensile tests on smooth flat specimens            Fig. 2. Detail meshing of weld zone 
 

The deformation of spot weld in HSS steel were numerically investigated under the relevant loads tension, shearing 
and bending specimens to develop reference model for validation and to avoid high costs for experimentation. 
Different properties are needed to consider for different zones to predict plastic flow localization and failure in steel 
spot weld. Failure strain scaled   to maintain the same strain energy to fail in various regions, [1,2]. The spot welds 
are modeled by using fine solid mesh, as shown in Figure 2, to analyze localized deformation. Fine solid mesh 
allows to consider spot weld geometry and hardness gradient of its material. This approach is also suitable for the 
spot welds rupture, which will be modelled in the crash analysis by element elimination. Safer car with improved 
spot weld rupture definition will give realistic results to physical situation. Brittle fracture produces disastrous 
consequences as it occurs without warning. This necessitates that we propose a proper failure damage model in this 
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study.  
 
To demonstrate the proposed approach, simulation results of high strength steels (EHSS) for lap-shear and coach 
peel specimens were used, [3]. Characterization and deformation relevant to weld specimen loading were analyzed 
for the assessment of weld failure. The failure loads were used as the reference loads to determine the loads applied 
for other tests such as the fatigue tests, torsion test, etc. Von mises stress and strain as well as strain rate 
corresponding to materials defined in various regions of weld were validated in terms of output result. This suggests 
that the predicted material constitutive laws using the inverse FE modelling for different zones is accurate.  
 
A case study is presented to demonstrate the proposed failure models of a spot weld under impact loading conditions 
to benchmark spot weld model performance in component applications and later in full vehicle system level. Failure 
analysis of a T-joint is useful in improving vehicle safety, since it mimics the B-pillar and sill cross member welding 
region, as shown in Figure 3. A simplified model of the B-pillar region weld joint was proposed that enables the user 
to describe the global response for a component level study. The T-section Component study used the weld failure 
using the proposed spot weld failure model. As observed, the failure of spot-welds globally changes the crash 
behavior of the structure. Comparison of the FE modeling results and test results of closer grade steel HL340 
indicate a reasonable correlation, [4]. Simulation curve show first peak in load at same load during comparison and 
then oscillates depending on failure sequence and time of spot weld failure. The simulation results show that the 
highest peel and shear stresses occur at the locations where damage was observed to occur in the experiments. 
Overall simulation conforms as per strength of corresponding steels were compared. 
 
 

 
Fig. 3. Experiment loading for B-pillar weld test and similar simulation setup of T-joint  

 
3. Conclusions 
 
In this study, spot weld material configuration are modelled and characterized for structural parts analysis. From this 
simulations it was observed that local joint fracture can make a significant contribution to the overall crash 
performance. The accurate reproduction of local joint properties leads typically to highly-detailed discretization 
which could violate the time step restrictions in full vehicle crash models and are therefore not appropriate. For this 
reason only representative spot weld models can be utilized. A failure of spot-welds can globally change crash 
behavior, of which the neglect of spot welds failure leads to an altered energy absorption. Thus an improved design 
of the connection zones fuels the hope to enhance crashworthiness performance. The qualitative behavior of the 
force response curves and the deformation behavior of the T-joint specimens were, however, well simulated. The 
goal of the research to charactering spot-welded steel components under crash load was achieved. 
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